Interfacial free energies of intact and reconstituted erythrocyte surfaces. Implications for biological adhesion.
Model cell surfaces consisting of phospholipids or phospholipids and the erythrocyte membrane glycoprotein glycophorin have been formed at an oil/water interface. Interfacial free energies have been estimated from surface wetting by both hydrophobic and hydrophilic test droplets on both the model surfaces and on intact erythrocytes. The use of a dense fluorocarbon oil to form the oil/water interface facilitates analysis by minimising surface deformation by the test drop. Hydrophobic test droplets (polar hydrocarbon oils) show increasing contact angles (decreasing wetting) with increasing hydrophilicity (decreasing interfacial free energy) of the model interface. Hydrophilic test droplets (phase separated aqueous polymer systems) show the opposite behaviour spreading more as the interfacial free energy is decreased. Both systems give similar estimates of the interfacial free energy. Glycophorin reproduces the wetting properties of intact cell surfaces by reducing the lipid-water interfacial free energy from 5.10(-3) J . m-2. From molecular considerations it is concluded that 'cell surface free energy' is an ambiguous term; its magnitude depends on the location of the interface in question. Thus, in a thermodynamic analysis of interactions at biosurfaces (such as cellular adhesion, chemotaxis or membrane fusion), the interfacial free energies may vary by more than three orders of magnitude depending on the location of the particular interface.